
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:

DISASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

INSTALLATION AND WARNINGS - OZtrail hammocks are portable and are not designed 
as a permanent structure, continued exposure to sunlight and rain will cause this 
hammock to deteriorate and weaken. Before each use always check the attachment 
points are secure and the frame assembly is structurally firm and all nuts and bolts are 
tight and remain tight. When entering the hammock, always sit or lie on the hammock in 
the middle, never stand on the hammock. Children must be accompanied by an adult at 
all times. Avoid wearing any shoes or clothing with sharp or protruding objects that may 
damage or tangle with the hammock. At no stage is it necessary to apply any excessive 
force to achieve any of the above steps. Excessive force will result in damage to the 
frame or hammock and this is not covered by warranty.

PLEASE NOTE – Accessories shown may be for display purposes only and not included 
with the product. Due to our policy of continual product development, specifications and 
features of this product may vary from what is stated.

Step 1 
Choose a level site and lay out the contents of your hammock and frame. Make sure all 
parts are present and place them side by side for easy identification. Use Figure 1 as a 
position and component guide for the following steps taking particular note of the 
washer position in the order of assembly.
Step 2 
Locate the four plastic feet caps and the two base feet. Slide the plastic feet caps over the 
ends of the base feet ensuring there are securely in position.
Step 3 
Locate the base frame and the two base feet. Connect together ensuring the U bolts are 
securely fastened into position.
Step 4 
Locate the two hammock support frames and connect these with the base frame 
assembly. Ensure the bolts are securely fastened into position.
Step 5 
Position the hook into the hole towards the top of the hammock support frame. Select 
the correct hole appropriate to the hammock size.
Step 6 
Position the curved washer and fasten the wing nut to the threaded bolt end of the hook. 
Step 7 
Attach the hammock to the hook as shown in Figure 2. To check the hook is positioned 
into the correct hole during step 4, tension the hammock so when fully loaded the 
hammock forms a natural curved shape with the lowest point being a minimum of 40cm 
above the ground. As the hammock stretches with use you will need to adjust.

2 x Base feet
4 x Plastic feet caps
1 x Base frame
2 x Hammock support frame
2 x Hammock attachment hook, curved 
washer & wing nut set

4 x Bolt, nut & washer set to connect 
Hammock support frames to base frame
2 x U bolt, nut & washer set to connect base 
frame to base feet 

To pack away, simply reverse the above process.

Designed & Imported by:
OZtrail Leisure Products

71 Charles Ulm Place Eagle Farm QLD 4009
AUSTRALIA

Made in China
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Double Anywhere Hammock with Frame


